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QUESTION 1

Which statement best compares the precipitation between Albany and Coral Bay? 

A. Albany is usually slightly wetter than Coral Bay. 

B. Coral Bay is always much wetter than Albany. 

C. Coral Bay is usually slightly wetter than Albany. 

D. There is no difference between Albany and Coral Bay. 

Correct Answer: C 

By comparing the differences between Albany and Coral Bay, Coral Bay is typically a little wetter on average than
Albany. 

 

QUESTION 2
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On what day was flooding most likely the greatest concern? 

A. seventh 

B. sixth 

C. fifth 

D. first 

Correct Answer: B 

Flooding would be of greatest concern on the day that received the most rain in each location, the 6th. 

 

QUESTION 3

It is impossible for a serious scholar to condone this dismissal of respected theories. 

A. astute 

B. cavalier 

C. sagacious 

D. necessary 

E. commendable 

Correct Answer: B 

If the theories are respected ones, their dismissal by someone cannot be described as "astute" (meaning 

very intelligent), or "sagacious" (meaning wise), or "necessary", or "commendable" (meaning 

praiseworthy). 

It can only be described as "cavalier" (meaning arrogant or rash). So, "cavalier" is the answer. 

 

QUESTION 4

What is the purpose of this email? 

Andrew, This year, Mom and Dad will be traveling to Hawaii for Christmas. Dylan and I hoped we could still get together
at the house for the sake of maintaining tradition for our kids. If you and Susan don\\'t mind, we\\'d like to arrive two days
before Christmas, as always, and uphold our typical schedules. Because Mom and Dad won\\'t be here, we\\'ll need
help making Christmas dinner and desserts, and will also need help decorating the house for Christmas. Could you
bring lights and ornaments? We will be providing the tree. Finally, we need help transporting all of our presents and
decorations this year. Would you mind storing some of our decorations in your car for the drive to Mom and Dad\\'s? Let
me know! -Sarah 

A. to inform Sarah\\'s family of her Christmas plans 

B. to request Andrew\\'s assistance in maintaining Christmas traditions 
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C. to request Andrew\\'s assistance in caring for Sarah\\'s children 

D. to inform Andrew that his parents would be gone for Christmas 

Correct Answer: B 

 

QUESTION 5

All female red Color bus monkeys leave their natal troops, but because these females are __________ by young
females from other troops, the practice has little effect on troops\\' size and composition. 

A. joined 

B. replaced 

C. ignored 

D. influenced 

E. rejected 

Correct Answer: B 
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